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FILM OVERVIEW
Robin Hood 

G | 1h 23min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy | 8 November 1973 (USA)

Walt Disney Productions (presents) / Walt Disney Animation Studios

Heroic Robin Hood -- along with his trusted companion Little John and his devoted 
band of merry men -- conjures up one famously funny and daring deed after an-
other to outfox greedy Prince John and bring happiness to the residents of Sher-

wood Forest. (Disney)

Voice Actors:
Brian Bedford - Robin Hood (voice)
Monica Evans - Maid Marian (voice)
Peter Ustinov - Prince John (voice)
Phil Harris - Little John (voice)
Terry-Thomas - Sir Hiss (voice) 
Andy Devine - Friar Tuck (voice) 
Carole Shelley- Lady Kluck (voice) 
Pat Buttram - Sheriff of Nottingham (voice) 

Directed by: Wolfgang Reitherman

Story by: Larry Clemmons

Based on character & story conceptions by: 
Ken Anderson

Story sequences by: 
Ken Anderson, Vance Gerry, Frank Thomas, 
Eric Cleworth, Julius Svendsen and David Mi-
chener



BRINGING ROBIN HOOD TO THE SCREEN

In the late 1930s, Walt Disney was intrigued by the possibilities of adapting into animation the 
12th Century tale of Reynard the Fox, but was concerned “the central character is a crook.” The 
project was subsequently shelved.

 It was revived in the mid-1950s and again in 1960. Marc Davis and Ken Anderson created 
many lavish and lush concept pieces and story sketches for the latter effort until that, too, was 
shelved. The character of Reynard was simply a scoundrel. Anderson would continue, in the 
late 1960s, to help develop what would eventually be a successful animated film featuring an 
appealing fox of derring-do, “Robin Hood” (1973).

... According to Ken Anderson, who was key in helping bring the characters and the story for 
“Robin Hood” to life, one of the main influences in the late 1960s—when the film was being 
developed—was the critical and popular success of the live-action film “Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid” (1969). The filmmakers envisioned Robin and Little John as animated counter-
parts to the characters of Butch and Sundance respectively. Robbing (or should we say “bor-
rowing”) from the rich and giving to the poor, Robin and Little John would be outlaws with 
hearts of gold…mostly Prince John’s gold.



...Though the voices of Little John, the Sherriff of Nottingham, and Prince John may be famil-
iar, the casting for the voice of the title character of Robin Hood was not an easy task. British 
pop star and Disney veteran of “The Happiest Millionaire” (1967) Tommy Steele was initially 
thought to be an ideal voice. However, filmmakers felt his performance too exuberant and lack-
ing in the leadership qualities for the character of Robin they conceived. Other actors who test-
ed included former Monkee Davy Jones, Bill Bixby, Rob Reiner, Richard Dawson, Ken Berry, and 
Dean Jones. However, after Disney personnel saw Tony Award winner Brian Bedford onstage 
in Los Angeles, they brought him in to test in May 1971. Bedford’s voice conveyed the charm, 
heroism, and romance the filmmaker’s hoped for—all with a dash of self-mocking humor. They 
knew they had their Robin Hood at last...

...The catchy tune “Ooh-De-Lally” was composed by Roger Miller, who was one of the most 
popular country-western composer/singers of the late 1960s. Production documents show 
Miller, voicing the minstrel rooster Allan-A-Dale, recorded the demo to “Oh-De-Lally” on Octo-
ber 13, 1969. Though a number of other renditions were recorded, including a more “countri-
fied” version, in addition to another version recorded by Miller in June of 1970, the filmmakers 
eventually chose the original demo recording in the final tracks of the movie and on the film’s 
soundtrack. (d23.com)



THE HISTORY OF ROBIN HOOD

The subject of ballads, books and films, Robin Hood has proven to be one of popular culture’s 
most enduring folk heroes. Over the course of 700 years, the outlaw from Nottinghamshire 
who robs from the rich to give to the poor has emerged as one of the most enduring folk he-
roes in popular culture–and one of the most versatile. But how has the legend of Sherwood 
Forest’s merry outlaws evolved over time, and did a real Robin Hood inspire these classic tales?

Beginning in the 15th century and perhaps even earlier, Christian revelers in certain parts of 
England celebrated May Day with plays and games involving a Robin Hood figure with near-re-
ligious significance. In the 19th century, writer-illustrators like Howard Pyle adapted the tradi-
tional tales for children, popularizing them in the United States and around the world. More 
recently, bringing Robin to the silver screen has become a rite of passage for directors ranging 
from Michael Curtiz and Ridley Scott to Terry Gilliam and Mel Brooks. 

Throughout Robin’s existence, writers, performers and filmmakers have probed their imagina-
tions for new incarnations that resonate with their respective audiences. In 14th-century En-
gland, where agrarian discontent had begun to chip away at the feudal system, he appears as 
an anti-establishment rebel who murders government agents and wealthy



landowners. Later variations from times of less social upheaval dispense with the gore and cast 
Robin as a dispossessed aristocrat with a heart of gold and a love interest, Maid Marian.

Academics, meanwhile, have combed the historical record for evidence of a real Robin Hood. 
English legal records suggest that, as early as the 13th century, “Robehod,” “Rabunhod” and 
other variations had become common epithets for criminals. But what had inspired these nick-
names: a fictional tale, an infamous bandit or an amalgam of both? The first literary references 
to Robin Hood appear in a series of 14th- and 15th-century ballads about a violent yeoman 
who lived in Sherwood Forest with his men and frequently clashed with the Sheriff of Notting-
ham. Rather than a peasant, knight or fallen noble, as in later versions, the protagonist of these 
medieval stories is a commoner. Little John and Will Scarlet are part of this Robin’s “merry” 
crew—meaning, at the time, an outlaw’s gang—but Maid Marian, Friar Tuck and Alan-a-Dale 
would not enter the legend until later, possibly as part of the May Day rituals.

While most contemporary scholars have failed to turn up solid clues, medieval chroniclers took 
for granted that a historical Robin Hood lived and breathed during the 12th or 13th century. 
The details of their accounts vary widely, however, placing him in conflicting regions and eras. 
Not until John Major’s “History of Greater Britain” (1521), for example, is he depicted as a fol-
lower of King Richard, one of his defining characteristics in modern times.



We may never know for sure whether Robin Hood ever existed outside the verses of ballads 
and pages of books. And even if we did, fans young and old would still surely flock to England’s 
Nottinghamshire region for a tour of the legend’s alleged former hangouts, from centuries-old 
pubs to the Major Oak in Sherwood Forest. What we do know is that the notion of a brave 
rebel who lives on the outskirts of society, fighting injustice and oppression with his band of 
companions, has universal appeal—whether he’s played by Erroll Flynn, Russell Crowe or even, 
as on a 1979 episode of “The Muppet Show,” Kermit the Frog. (history.com)



MEET THE CHARACTERS

Robin Hood
Robin Hood, a fox, is a roguish bandit and an honorable 
thief. 

Maid Marian
Maid Marian is a vixen (a female fox), and is a noble 
lady of England, born a niece of King Richard. 

Prince John
Little John, a brown bear, is Robin Hood’s best friend 
and most loyal partner. 



MEET THE CHARACTERS

Friar Tuck
Friar Tuck is a badger and a willing and enthusiastic ac-
complice and supporter of Robin Hood and Little John.

Prince John
Prince John is the younger brother of King Richard. 
John became a cruel tyrant, mercilessly over-taking the 
population.

Sir Hiss
Sir Hiss is a snake who serves as an advisor to Prince 
John...He is also a very clever, conniving, scheming and 
sinister fellow, who is completely loyal to Prince John.



MEET THE CHARACTERS

The Sheriff of Nottingham
The Sheriff of Nottingham is a wolf  who is a complete-
ly amoral, devious and treacherous character.

Lady Kluck
Lady Kluck is a chicken who serves as the lady-in-wait-
ing for Maid Marian.

King Richard
King Richard, an African lion, is the rightful king of En-
gland. 

(source: animationsource.org)



MEET DIRECTOR WOLFGANG REITHERMAN

Born in Munich, Germany, on June 26, 1909, Woolie came to the United States as an infant and
was raised in Sierra Madre, California... in 1933, Woolie joined the Company’s animation de-
partment. Over the years...he contributed his animation skill to such classic animated features
as “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,” “Cinderella,” “Peter Pan,” “Lady and the Tramp,” “One
Hundred and One Dalmatians,” “The Jungle Book,” and more. In 1963, Woolie became the first
animator in the history of the company to be given the directorial reins of an entire animated
feature, with “The Sword in the Stone.” Among the films he directed include “The Jungle Book”
(1967), “The Aristocats” (1970), and “Robin Hood” (1973). He also directed the cartoon fea-
turette “Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day, “which won an Academy Award® in 1969. After
nearly 50 years with the Studio, Woolie retired in 1981. Reitherman passed away on May 22,
1985, in Burbank, California. (d23.com)



MEET SCREENWRITER LARRY CLEMMONS

Clemmons once wrote for Bing Crosby’s radio program. His first featured Disney credit came 
with “The Reluctant Dragon,” released in 1941. His other major films included “The Jungle 
Book,” “The Aristocats,” “Robin Hood,” “The Rescuers” and “The Fox and the Hound.” Ollie 
Johnston, one of Disney’s original animators--who were eventually dubbed “The Nine Old 
Men”--remembered Clemmons “as an extremely funny man. In his dialogue writing and in his 
story material he’d have us all rolling on the floor. . . .” (latimes.com)



ABOUT WRITER & ANIMATOR KEN ANDERSON

Among Ken’s character creations were the villainous Shere Khan in “The Jungle Book,” as well 
as the playful dragon Elliott in Pete’s Dragon. His impressive roster of Disney credits also in-
cludes story contributions to “Melody Time,” “Cinderella,” and “The Jungle Book,” and his color 
styling greatly influenced “Alice in Wonderland.” Ken’s layouts were pivotal to the staging and 
design of “Peter Pan” and “Lady and the Tramp.” He also led the production design of “Sleep-
ing Beauty,” “One Hundred and One Dalmatians,” and “The Aristocats.” During the 1950s, Walt 
tapped Ken’s knowledge of architecture, perspective, and art direction to help realize Disne-
yland. His concept drawings and design work contributed to such popular Fantasyland attrac-
tions as Peter Pan’s Flight, Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride, and Storybook Land. After 44 years with the 
Company, Ken retired in 1978...Anderson passed away on January 13, 1993. (d23.com)



MEET THE VOICE ACTORS

Brian Bedford - Robin Hood (voice)
Born in Morley, England in 1935, Bedford emigrated to Canada in 
1959 and became a mainstay on Broadway, where he made ap-
pearances in 17 productions...Bedford won a Tony Award for his 
1971 star turn in Moliere’s “The School for Wives” and received 
another seven Tony nominations. Bedford was inducted into the 
Theater Hall of Fame in 1997. On screen, Bedford voiced the title 
role in Disney’s 1973 animated movie “Robin Hood” and had TV 
credits like “Alfred Hitchcock Presents,” Armistead Maupin’s “More 
Tales of the City” and a cameo role in the 2014 comedy “Black Je-
sus.” (hollywoodreporter.com)

Monica Evans - Maid Marian (voice)
Monica Evans is a British actress and voice actress who is best 
known for her role as Cecily Pigeon in Neil Simon’s “The Odd Cou-
ple” both on stage and screen...Evans trained at the Royal Academy 
of Dramatic Art in the 1950s and was the stand-in for Joan Plow-
right in “Rhinoceros” before taking over the role completely. She 
was also one of the stars in a soap opera for BBC Television called 
“Compact” and starred in “The Severed Head” in the West End. 
For Disney, she voiced Abigail Gabble the Goose in the 1970 Disney 
animated feature film, “The Aristocats,” and Maid Marian in the 
1973 Disney animated feature film, “Robin Hood” which became 
her final film role to date. (disney.fandom.com)

Peter Ustinov - Prince John (voice)
He was born Peter Alexander Freiherr von Ustinow on April 16, 
1921 in Swiss Cottage, London... Ustinov had a stellar film career as 
actor, director, and writer. Among his numerous screen acting gems 
were his Academy Award-nominated interpretation of Nero in 
“Quo Vadis” (1951)...He was awarded two Oscars for Best Support-
ing Actor, one for his role in “Spartacus” (1960) and one for his role 
in “Topkapi” (1964), and received two more Oscar nominations as 
an actor and writer. (verbierfestival.com)



MEET THE VOICE ACTORS

Phil Harris - Little John (voice) 
Phil Harris (1904-1995), a regular on Jack Benny’s radio show 
(1936-1946), popularized the song “That’s What I Like About the 
South”. Harris appeared in a few films, including “The High and the 
Mighty” (1954). Later he proved a successful voice actor in Walt 
Disney animations, including “The Jungle Book” (as Baloo, 1967). 
Married to actress Alice Faye from 1941 until his death, he co-
starred with her on another radio show (1948-1954), episodes of 
which show up frequently on radio tape and CD collections. (histo-
ryforsale.com)

Terry Thomas - Sir Hiss (voice) 
After turning professional, he worked as a bandleader, then a danc-
er and vaudeville impersonator; working in cabarets, music halls, 
radio, and (from 1936) films, he gradually gained popularity. He ap-
peared in only a handful of films before 1956, when his screen ca-
reer began in earnest; he specialized in high-energy, broad comedy 
of a British sort, and was very busy onscreen through the late ‘60s. 
In 1971 he was diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease, after which he 
continued performing at a slower pace. He retired from the screen 
in 1977. He authored an autobiography, “Filling the Gap” (1959). 
(microsoft.com)

Andy Devine- Friar Tuck  (voice)
Andrew Vabre “Andy” Devine was an American character actor and 
comic cowboy sidekick known for his distinctive raspy voice...His 
football experience led to his first sizable film role, in the 1931 The 
Spirit of Notre Dame. He had acting ambitions, so after college, he 
went to Hollywood, where he marked time working as a lifeguard 
at Venice Beach, within easy distance of the studios. It was in 1933 
on a film, “Doctor Bull,” directed by John Ford at Universal Studios, 
that Andy met his wife-to-be, Dorothy House. They were married 
on October 28, 1933, in Las Vegas, Nevada, and remained united 
until his death on February 18, 1977. (walkoffame.com)



TRIVIA

1. Robin Hood was the result of another movie getting canned.
Disney had been considering making a movie about Reynard the Fox since at least the 1930s. 
Reynard was a lesser-known fable from the 1100s that told the tales of a scoundrel fox. The 
problem was, Reynard skewed more toward villain than antihero, which ended up being a 
challenge for the writers. Despite scripts and storyboards, the Reynard movie still hadn’t come 
to fruition more than two decades later. Animator Ken Anderson eventually blended the idea 
into the Robin Hood script, reasoning that Robin Hood’s outlaw status made him sort of Rey-
nard-like.

2. Robin’s voice, Brian Bedford, is a Shakespearean-Trained Actor.
The Tony Award-winning Brian Bedford is well known for his Shakespearean work, including 
acting and directing in the Stratford Festival.

3. There’s a notable fight song during a chase sequence.
The University of Wisconsin’s fight song, “On Wisconsin,” makes an appearance when Lady 
Kluck takes on the hippo guards.

4. Allan-a-Dale the Rooster may sound familiar to you.
Roger Miller was a respected singer-songwriter in Nashville long before Disney recruited him 
to voice and write songs for Allan-a-Dale. Miller worked with legends like Minnie Pearl, Chet 
Atkins, George Jones, and Ernest Tubb before writing his biggest hit, “King of the Road.”

5. “Love” was nominated for an Oscar.
The ballad that plays while Robin and Marian make eyes at each other was written by Floyd 
Huddleston and George Bruns. Nancy Adams, Huddleston’s wife, provided Maid Marian’s sing-
ing voice for the song. Though “Love” was nominated at the 1974 Academy Awards...



TRIVIA

6. Robin Hood reuses pieces of other Disney movies.
 The dance sequence that goes with “The Phony King of England” was made from a potpourri 
of dances from other Disney movies, including “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” and “The 
Aristocats.” This was achieved by an animation technique called “rotoscoping,” where anima-
tors trace over the frames of old footage to use it in a different environment.

7. Friar Tuck was originally a pig.
Animator Ken Anderson first conceived Friar Tuck as a pig, but then decided that the church 
might take that particular depiction as a slight. He’s not the only character that switched an-
imals: the Sheriff of Nottingham was supposed to be a goat, but changed to a wolf to seem 
more villainous.

8. Robin was wounded in an alternate ending.
Near the end of the movie, Robin is struck by an arrow and whisked off to the safety of a 
church. Prince John finds his hideout and is about to kill both Robin and Maid Marian when 
King Richard bursts in, back from the Crusades. From there on out, the ending is about the 
same: Prince John and his cohorts are banished to the rock pile, and Robin and Marian get 
married.

9. It was Disney’s biggest hit.
Despite mixed reviews from critics and fans alike, “Robin Hood” ended up doing very well at 
the box office, taking in $9.5 million. At the time, it was Disney’s biggest box office total to 
date.

(source: mentalfloss.com)



LEARN ABOUT FOXES

1. FOXES ARE SOLITARY.
Foxes are part of the Canidae family, which means they’re related to wolves, jackals, and dogs. 
They’re medium-sized, between 7 and 15 pounds, with pointy faces, lithe frames, and bushy 
tails. But unlike their relatives, foxes are not pack animals. When raising their young, they live 
in small families—called a “leash of foxes” or a “skulk of foxes”—in underground burrows. Oth-
erwise, they hunt and sleep alone.

2. THEY HAVE A LOT IN COMMON WITH CATS
Like the cat, the fox is most active after the sun goes down. In fact, it has vertically oriented 
pupils that allow it to see in dim light. It even hunts in a similar manner to a cat, by stalking and 
pouncing on its prey.

And that’s just the beginning of the similarities. Like the cat, the fox has sensitive whiskers and 
spines on its tongue. It walks on its toes, which accounts for its elegant, cat-like tread. And 
foxes are the only member of the dog family that can climb trees—gray foxes have claws that 
allow them to climb and descend vertical trees quickly. Some foxes even sleep in trees—just 
like cats.

3. THE RED FOX IS THE MOST COMMON FOX.
Geographically, the red fox has the widest range of the more than 280 animals in the order 
Carnivora. While its natural habitat is a mixed landscape of scrub and woodland, its flexible 
diet allows it to adapt to many environments. As a result, its range is the entire Northern Hemi-
sphere, from the Arctic Circle to North Africa to Central America to the Asiatic steppes. It’s also 
in Australia, where it’s considered an invasive species. 

4. FOXES USE THE EARTH’S MAGNETIC FIELD.
Like a guided missile, the fox harnesses the earth’s magnetic field to hunt. Other animals, like 
birds, sharks, and turtles, have this “magnetic sense,” but the fox is the first one we’ve 



FACTS ABOUT FOXES

discovered that uses it to catch prey.

According to New Scientist, the fox can see the earth’s magnetic field as a “ring of shadow” on 
its eyes that darkens as it heads towards magnetic north. When the shadow and the sound the 
prey is making line up, it’s time to pounce. Check out this video of a fox in action. 

5. THEY ARE GOOD PARENTS.
Foxes reproduce once a year. Litters range from one to 11 pups (the average is six), which are 
born blind and don’t open their eyes until nine days after birth. During that time, they stay 
with the vixen (female) in the den while the dog (male) brings them food. They live with their 
parents until they’re seven months old. Vixens have been known to go to great lengths to pro-
tect their pups—once, in England, a fox pup was caught in a wire trap for two weeks but sur-
vived because its mother brought it food every day.

6. THE SMALLEST FOX WEIGHS UNDER 3 POUNDS.
Roughly the size of a kitten, the fennec fox has elongated ears and a creamy coat. It lives in the 
Sahara Desert, where it sleeps during the day to protect it from the searing heat. Its ears not 
only allow it to hear prey, they also radiate body heat, which keeps the fox cool. Its paws are 
covered with fur so that the fox can walk on hot sand, like it’s wearing snowshoes.

7. FOXES ARE PLAYFUL.
Foxes are known to be friendly and curious. They play among themselves, as well as with other 
animals, like cats and dogs do. They love balls, which they will steal from backyards and golf 
courses. Although foxes are wild animals, their relationship with humans goes way back. In 
2011, researchers opened a grave in a 16,500-year-old cemetery in Jordan to find the remains 
of a man and his pet fox. This was 4000 years before the first-known human and domestic dog 
were buried together.



LEARN ABOUT FOXES

8. YOU CAN BUY A PET FOX. 
In the 1960s, a Soviet geneticist named Dmitry Belyaev bred thousands of foxes before achieving a domesti-
cated fox. Unlike a tame fox, which has learned to tolerate humans, a domesticated fox is docile toward people 
from birth. Today, you can buy a pet fox for $9000, according to Fast Company. They’re reportedly curious and 
sweet-tempered, though they are inclined to dig in the garden.

9. ARCTIC FOXES DON’T SHIVER UNTIL -70° CELSIUS.
The arctic fox, which lives in the northernmost areas of the hemisphere, can handle cold better than most ani-
mals on earth. It doesn’t even get cold until –70°C (-94°F). Its white coat also camouflages it against predators. 
As the seasons change, its coat changes too, turning brown or gray so the fox can blend in with the rocks and 
dirt of the tundra. 

10. THEY APPEAR THROUGHOUT FOLKLORE. 
Examples include the nine-tail fox from various Asian cultures; the Reynard tales from medieval Europe; the sly 
trickster fox from Native American lore; and Aesop’s “The Fox and the Crow.” The Finnish believed a fox made 
the Northern Lights by running in the snow so that its tail swept sparks into the sky. From this, we get the 
phrase “fox fires” (though “Firefox,” like the Mozilla internet browser, refers to the red panda).

11. BAT-EARED FOXES LISTEN FOR INSECTS.
The bat-eared fox is aptly named, not just because of its 5-inch ears, but because of what it uses those ears 
for—like the bat, it listens for insects. On a typical night, it walks along the African savannah, listening until 
it hears the scuttle of prey. Although the bat-eared fox eats a variety of insects and lizards, most of its diet is 
made up of termites. In fact, the bat-eared fox often makes its home in termite mounds, which it usually cleans 
out of inhabitants before moving in.

12. DARWIN DISCOVERED A FOX SPECIES.
During his voyage on the Beagle, Charles Darwin collected a fox that today is unimaginatively called Darwin’s 
Fox. This small gray fox is critically endangered and lives in just two spots in the world: One population is on 
Island of Chiloé in Chile, and the second is in a Chilean national park. The fox’s greatest threats are unleashed 
domestic dogs that carry diseases like rabies.

(source: mentalfloss.com)
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